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Selected Profiles
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Profiles 

1. The target group lives in poverty (beneath poverty threshold). 

2. The approach is new and innovative. 

3. One of the direct or indirect effects is poverty reduction.

4. The concept can be scaled.

Selection Criteria 
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Profiles 

Sectors
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ǀ Microfinance

ǀ Networks

ǀ Housing

ǀ Ecosystems

ǀ Information and Paradigm Shifting

ǀ Skill Set and Perspectives

ǀ Transparency

ǀ Income Generation

ǀ Financial Situation
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Microfinance
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Microfinance

Founded in 1999 and based in Nairobi, Kenya

Description

Jamii Bora is a microfinance organization that provides

business and housing loans, health and life insurance, and

business education to the urban poor and slum dwellers.

Members can open savings accounts and borrow twice as

much as they have saved. Jamii Bora also runs numerous

social programs such as counselling destitute people, alcohol

rehabilitation, health and life insurances.

jamiiborabank.co.ke

Jamii Bora

6

Microfinance combined with

community engagement
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Microfinance

Jamii Bora

Approach

The organisation engages beggars, criminals, rural migrants, prostitutes, squatters,

and landless renters and harnesses their energy by creating a familiar atmosphere

through solidarity and inclusiveness. It uses microfinance as a platform for integrated

economic and social empowerment. By 2001, it faced the risk of 93 per cent of

customers defaulting their loans through health issues. The organization reached out

and developed a health insurance police that would provide coverage for target

population.

Impact

Up to now, the bank has organized a cumulative 36.2 million dollars in loans. By

constantly innovating and engaging every member, it has grown from a group of

beggars saving some 50 cents per week to an organization more than 200,000

members strong, supporting thousands of businesses, and with nearly 100 centres

throughout Kenya, all staffed by Jamii Bora beneficiaries. The bank only had to write

off 0.04 per cent of loans given.
7
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Microfinance

Founded in 2005 and based in Buenos Aires, Argentina

Description

The Working World: La Base has developed a method to

take the success of microcredit and extend it beyond the

cottage and into the heart of the industrial economy, allowing

us to offer a whole range of new possibilities to the poor and

directly take on the sweatshop economy.

www.theworkingworld.org/index.php?action=labase

The Working World: La Base
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Creating cooperative

companies to pool labour
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Microfinance

The Working World: La Base

Approach

Just like with traditional microcredit, small loans without collateral are given to those with

no options – the workers of sweatshop industries. But in this case, those workers pool

their labour and their loans together as a cooperative company, and the scales of

industry this cooperative can then engage in are almost limitless. This allows workers

with access to capital to be the engine of development throughout the economy, not just

limited to the cottage. The benefits of microcredit are spread to a much larger group of

the world's impoverished, and a working alternative to the sweatshop emerges. The

comprehensive loan evaluation methods aim to maximize social and economic impact

while minimizing overall risk to the fund. The reimbursement rate of loans stays above

95 per cent. Financial backing is provided by donations from the USA.

Impact

Working directly with cooperatives, in a context of trust, has had and continues to have a 

positive impact. Around 300 enterprises had already been recovered by their workers 

and jobs have been saved and created.

9
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Microfinance

Founded in 2009 and based in Bochum, Germany

Description

“Mein-Mikrokredit” is a self-sustaining microfinance distri-

bution system which links traditional banks and non-banking

organizations in Germany. Through this new system of micro

lending, the initiative is empowering tens of thousands of

entrepreneurs to access new forms of capital and create

lasting change for themselves and their communities.

www.mein-mikrokredit.de/

Mein-Mikrokredit

10

Microfinance in Western 

Europe
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Microfinance

Mein-Mikrokredit

Approach

The initiatives approach is an innovative delivery system, which first secures the largest

pool of capital heretofore available to the MFI sector. Following, it is implemented a

structured series of incentives to the MFIs themselves, in which they are evaluated on

the numbers of loans they provide in addition to how each loan performs over time. MFIs

thus have “skin in the deal” and are both encouraged to do more underwriting without

diminishing their due diligence and the services provided to borrowers. A further critical

element is the method how the MFI works with local business associations, and the

many existing Start-Up and SME support and infrastructure organizations, many working

in less developed regions and cities, or for less economically integrated constituencies,

i.e. migrants or young people. They also created a program with GLS Bank for online

back-end credit processing, giving an incentive through gratification of payments.

Impact

Accreditation of 64 financiers, 1750 credits granted, creating 1,5 jobs on average.

11
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Microfinance

Rang De

Founded in 2006 and based in Bangalore, India

Description

A systems-changing way of delivering credit services to the poorest individuals by

blending peer-to-peer lending with a strong back-end delivery system that controls

interest rates. By carefully prequalifying citizen organizations (CO’s) and establishing

robust back-end processes, he repurposes CO’s to act as branches and for the first

time, deliver loans at interest rates as little as 8.5% p.a.

www.rangde.org

12

Lowering the credit costs for

the borrower
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Microfinance

Rang De

Approach

The concept is a microcredit system based on a network of committed field partners and

social investors. Rang de offers microcredits that have a positive impact on business,

education, health and environment of the parntner communities

Impact

More than 1000 successfull microcredits have been issued to women for small business

ventures. The money was used for things such as buying a sowing machine, cattle or rice

to support the business. Around 30 families have used the loan to pay for education.

13
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Microfinance

Description

The Syngenta Foundation’s Kilimo

Salama is the first micro-insurance

product available to smallholder Kenyan

farmers. It uses mobile phones to cost-

effectively and sustainably administer

insurance and to collect and distribute

crop production advice, Kilimo Salama

insures farm inputs and harvests against

both drought and excess rain.

Syngenta Foundation for Sustainable Agriculture

www.syngentafoundation.org/

Founded by Syngenta and based in Basel, Switzerland

14

Offering micro-insurance to 

farmers
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Microfinance

Syngenta Foundation for Sustainable Agriculture

Approach

The Syngenta Foundation offers micro insurances for small holder farmers focusing on

productivity, and markets.

The Foundation works with partners in developing countries and emerging markets,

offers science-based know-how, facilitates access to quality inputs, and

links smallholders to markets in profitable ways.

Impact

The micro insurances adds value for rural communities, and sustainably improves food 

security.

15
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Microfinance

Description

The Finance Alliance for Sustainable Trade (FAST) is

making finance accessible to small- and medium-sized

enterprises (SMEs) working in the sustainable agriculture

industry. They are creating a collaborative network for

global lenders to improve the efficiency and effectiveness

at investing in sustainable agricultural SMEs. FAST

matches socially oriented lenders and investors with

certified sustainable SMEs to facilitate the development of

more sustainable production and trading relationships in

global commodity supply chains.

Founded in 2009, based in Montreal, Canada

www.fastinternational.org/

16

Finance Alliance

Establishing a network of

lenders
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Microfinance

Approach

The Marketplace is a tool that aims to help bridge the financing gap by helping

borrowers and financial service providers connect more efficiently. As a central

access point for sustainable trade finance, it gives sustainable enterprises the tools

they need to make an informed decision on the appropriate financing option for their

enterprise. Aside from the benefits of better-informed applicants, the social lenders

working with FAST receive more streamlined access to their intended audience and

a better picture of the entire sustainable trade financing market.

Impact

A subset of six lenders disbursed a total of US$134.1 million in 2011, which was 

consisted of 75% of total disbursements in the coffee sector and 81% of 

disbursements  in Latin America.

17

Finance Alliance
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Microfinance

Description

Unlike traditional microfinance, which primarily provides loans for working capital to 

informal businesses, Juhudi Kilimo finance specific agricultural assets that offer 

immediate and sustainable income for farmers. As a way of promoting more 

innovation, the organization also provide startup capital for new agribusinesses.

These assets are insured to protect clients from harsh business losses. farmer’s risk 

of further indebtedness are reduced  by using the assets as a form of collateral in 

case of default.

Juhudi Kilimo

www.juhudikilimo.com

18

Focus on assets instead of

working capital
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Microfinance

Juhido Kilimo

Approach

Juhido Kilimo focuses on rural farmers with specific attention to women and youth. 

The Organisation has an innovative plan to invest only in solid assets, rather than 

just providing cash.

The Rural asset financing approach provides smallholder farmers with access to 

wealth-creating assets (such as cows or irrigation systems) that generate the 

income required to repay small loans. Asset financing differs from micro credit in 

that the loan is linked to a specific incoming-generating asset, as opposed to a 

general loan that could be used for any sort of consumption or emergency funding.

Impact 

Juhido Kilimo increases quality of life for rural smallholder farmers and enterprises 

by providing wealth creating financial solutions for agribusiness. Juhido currently 

works with several 1000s of farmers 

19
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Microfinance

Description

Established in 1992 by Martin Connell, the Omega Foundation develops and

supports initiatives that promote financial self-sufficiency through microfinance

and enhancing the savings capacity and financial literacy of low-income

families. In addition, the Foundation supports the development of philanthropic

responses to community needs using capital endowments as one way to

ensure long-term solutions are found to meet pressing community needs.

20

The Omega Foundation

Support the growth of the

ecosystem
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Microfinance

Approach

Omega was originally founded to raise endowment capital to help fund the

operations and programs of Calmeadow, a Canadian charity and leader in the field

of microfinance.

Impact

The Foundation has supported and financed several big Projects and cooperated

with organizations such as the Toronto Foundation

21

The Omega Foundation
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Networks

Founded in 1993 and based in Coyoacán, México

Description

The organisation has created a successful model to

revitalize towns in the poorest parts of Mexico through

innovative urban projects that use government funding to

reverse economic decline. Its work started in a small town in

the poorest state of Mexico, Chiapas, but its impressive

success has since spread and been replicated all over

Mexico through the adoption of public policies. The

organisation also promotes ecotourism.

www.mipoblado.com.mx

Mi Poblado

23

Better use of government

funds
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Networks

Mi Poblado

Approach

The first stage of any new project is a diagnostic study in which the organisation

studies the deterioration of a town and surveys the important buildings and monuments

of cultural significance. The new approach is that projects are then driven by local

citizens participation. The organisation also serves as a mediator between citizens and

government and acquires private funding for the projects. By renewing infrastructure

and attracting new businesses they create job opportunities for unemployed and poor

people and thus diminish migration.

Impact

By redirecting government investments already budgeted, it has been the catalyst for

more than US$200 million in new investments, which has led to thousands of new jobs,

ongoing economic growth, a surge in tourism, and restored civic pride and

participation. The organisation’s work has also led the government to adopt the model

as public policy through the creation of three government programs which have

replicated projects nationwide. 24
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Networks

Description

Building on the work of Vibrant Communities – a decade long poverty

reduction initiative of the Tamarack Institute for Community Engagement and

the McConnell Foundation – the Réseau québécois de revitalisation intégrée

(RQRI) was established in 2008 by the two Quebec Vibrant Communities sites

– Démarche des premiers quartiers de Trois-Rivières and Vivre Saint-Michel

en Santé, in Montreal.

Founded in Montreal, Canada   

25

RQRI

Network to exchange best

practices
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Networks

Approach

The RQI aims to

• Enable the exchange of best practices and expertise

• To develop public policies in support of this approach for development and fight

against poverty and social exclusion, taking into account the diversity of network

members;

• Deepen and articulate a more integrated approach to revitalization;

• Develop tools to support work practices and ensure availability to all network

members.

Impact

It currently has 19 member organizations throughout Quebec.

26

RQRI
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Networks

Founded 2001 and based in Waterloo, ON (Canada).

Description

Tamarack is a charity that develops and supports learning

communities that help people to collaborate, co-generate

knowledge and achieve collective impact on complex

community issues. Their vision is to build a connected force

for community change. They discover how communities can

act together for positive change.

tamarackcommunity.ca/index.php

Tamarack Institute for Community Engagement

27

Work on collective impact
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Networks

Tamarack Institute for Community Engagement

Approach

The Institute Sponsors Three Learning Communities:

Vibrant Communities Canada is a Learning Community for cities with comprehensive 

poverty reduction strategies led by multi sector roundtables.

Tamarack CCI (Communities Collaborating for Impact) is a learning community for 

collaborative leaders utilizing a multi-sector approach to solve complex challenges 

including Alumni of Tamarack’s workshops and institutes. 

Seeking Community is a Learning Community for participants of conversations held to 

recapture the idea of community and make it a guiding force in organizing our 

neighbourhoods and institutions; and, for envisioning policies that foster wellbeing.

Impact

Worked with all 10 provincial governments to design poverty reduction strategies that

complemented and supported the work of the Vibrant Communities within their

jurisdictions. Since 2002, they collaborated with 84 cities, including 2,278 partners and

840 lived experience individuals to apply more than 439,000 poverty reducing activities

coupled with 53 governmental policy changes resulting in 202,000 households less poor.
28
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Networks

Founded 2010 and based in Yerres, France.

Description

Voisin Malin developed a unique approach to restore

community in France’s poorest urban districts by connecting

disempowered inhabitants with each other and with

mainstream society by employing them in community

outreach. In doing so, the organization is restoring their trust

in themselves as well as in public and private institutions.

With the model, they are paving the way to improving the

lives of millions of marginalized people in low-income areas

ridden with high levels of illiteracy, unemployment and crime.

www.voisin-malin.fr/

Voisin Malin

29

Community building
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Networks

Voisin Malin

Approach

Voisin Malin has effectively mobilized the resources of local public institutions and public

utility companies, who have entrusted her with a broad array of assignments for neigh-

bours who then travel door-to-door in their communities spreading and collecting infor-

mation. Voisin Malin employs 10 neighbours on a part time basis in each of the four

urban areas where it operates, with the objective of reaching 10,000 inhabitants a year in

each of them, or 80% of the local population. These neighbours successfully connect

residents with information and services, but also with other residents who share the

same language or simply the same floor.

Impact

After only two years, it is expanding at a rapid pace and currently operating in four of the

most marginalized neighbourhoods around Paris, where it has reached over 10,000

people.

30
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Housing

Founded in 1991 and based in Karachi, Pakistan

Description

The organisation, Saiban, is granting access to cost-effective

and efficient plots of land in Pakistan by introducing three new

concepts into a traditional housing scheme. By creating a

relationship with both the private sector and the government, it

protects land rights of the poor and brings easy and quick

access to land, development of services, and transparency to

a previously inaccessible process. Saiban ensures housing is

affordable with flexible payment schedules.

web-saiban.blogspot.de

Saiban

32

Improving ownership rights
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Housing

Saiban

Approach

The models Saiban utilizes are unconventional in the field of housing development: By

offering the possibility of land purchase first and then building up infrastructure allows

their target populations to afford the product in easy instalments and provides them the

realization of legal title of a piece of land. Once on the land, they begin to slowly build

their homes. With the minimal monthly payments, Saiban begins to develop the

infrastructure of the entire housing scheme: first water, sewerage, disposal, then

electricity, gas, paved roads. It liaises with other NGOs and businesses to establish

schools, hospitals, family planning services, micro-finance facilities, etc.

Impact

To date, Saiban has provided housing to over 8,000 families, benefiting about 60,000

people. Upcoming projects will provide housing for another 6,500 families, benefiting

an additional 42,000 individuals.

33
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Housing

Founded in 1999 and based in Baríchara, Colombia

Description

Tierra Viva is drastically increasing the availability and

affordability of housing in low-income communities in

Colombia by developing and disseminating new earthen

construction technologies that boost the local economy and

are environmentally friendly. It is also enabling those in need

of decent housing to build their own homes, and to acquire

marketable skills in the process, through readily accessible

training programs.

fundaciontierraviva.org

Tierra Viva

34

Introduction of new building

technologies
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Housing

Tierra Viva

Approach

Tierra Viva has been engaged in the creation of new, urgently needed solutions for

Colombia’s housing deficit through the development and dissemination of improved

earthen construction materials and methods. In order to facilitate the introduction of the

new earthen construction materials and methods on a significant scale, it would need

to provide growing numbers of labourers with the required construction skills. Tierra

Viva has become increasingly engaged in providing these trainings for residents (most

of whom are unemployed).

Impact

Family housing units are produced at costs that, on average, are 30 per cent below

those of comparable units. Tierra Viva established partnerships with over 60

municipalities in Colombia and Bolivia to facilitate the use of earthen construction social

housing projects. To date, it has trained 1,200+ construction workers, engineers, and

architects.

35
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Housing

Description

The aim of this project is to help disadvantaged families living in run-down

tenements owned by local municipalities, generally struggling with rent-arrears.

The Organization carries out renovations involving young volunteers and the

mostly unemployed locals within the framework of a „construction camp”. The

increase in the value of the buildings bring about by the renovations is credited to

the tenants thus reducing their arrears of rent.

www.szepitotabor.hu/

Founded in 2011, based in Hungary

36

Social Housing Reconstruction Project

Taking ownership benefits

and creating benefits
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Housing

Approach

Students and international volunteers come to the villages to renovate homes. The 

collaboration with (inter)national volunteers intends to injected new life into the 

settlement with the community exchanging rent arrears for an improvement in the 

value of the housing stock.

Impact

Houses are being renovated, energy costs slashed and rent arrears reduced.

The enthusiasm of the project instigators is beginning to bear fruits. Fantastic 

political and social sensitivity is developing into concrete support in the region

37

Social Housing Reconstruction Project
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Housing

Description

Nearly 1.1 billion people around the world live in deficient homes. Echale A Tu

Casa devised a solution for the poor to become owners of structurally sound

houses in a cost-effective and sustainable way.

Founded in 2007, based in Mexico

www.echale.com.mx/

38

Echale A Tu Casa

Improve housing quality and

set up support mechanisms
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Housing

Approach

Echale begins working in communities by first creating social housing production 

units, and offering training to the community in both financial literacy and basic 

construction skills, Echale helps the community set up a credit union to facilitate 

savings and loans, and works with the federal mortgage institution to facilitate home 

ownership to Echale community members. Echale promotes eco-friendly solutions 

for home building, including houses that are made from 90% earth and that have 

solar heaters, grey water biodigestors and rainwater harvest systems. 

Impact

Nearly 26,000 homes have been built through Echale. Additionally, the process of

construction has generated 130,000 jobs and US$ 65 million of income for those

engaging in the micro-construction industry.

39

Echale A Tu Casa
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Ecosystem

Founded in 2004 and based in Dehradun, Uttarkhand, India

Description

RACHNA is an organisation that aims to partner with urban

India in the conservation of the Himalayan ecosystem, while

generating multiple new channels of livelihoods and market

linkages for the villagers of the region. It is using tourism to

assist in conservation and the greening of existing tourism

infrastructure. Therefore, RACHNA provides practical

training, conducts cutting-edge social research, and

advocates for enabling policy for ecosystem conservation.

RACHNA

41

Use tourism for conservation
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Ecosystem

RACHNA

Approach

RACHNA’s model integrates business, community, and public policy and government

programs to provide incentives for everyone to protect the Himalayan ecology.

Therefore the organisation has been implementing 7 interdependent programs. First it

creates Community Guest Houses (CGH), which are owned and run by village

communities. Other points are a conservation and climate risk reduction work plan,

engaging visitors in conservation action, working with existing tourism micro-

entrepreneurs, building a green constituency, Innovative Five Million Trees plantation

program, and business sector cooperation.

Impact

The first six CGH were constructed in a valley near the source of the Ganges. They

provide supplementary income for 10 to 12 marginal farmer families. The program will

also generate regular revenue, 10 per cent of the profit, for implementation of the

community-based conservation work plan, and 60 per cent go to the local people.

RACHNA has carried out several action-research projects. 42
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Ecosystem

Founded in 2008 and based in Cold Spring, NY, USA

(Foundation) and London, UK as well as Mexico City,

Mexico (Company)

Description

Yansa is democratizing the future of the energy economy by

galvanizing marginalized communities at the grassroots level

to participate in, and benefit from, their own renewable

energy projects. Hence, it empowers them through the

development of a self-sustaining income from the wind farm

partnership. Thus, Yansa fosters community development

and environmental sustainability, ensuring that the transition

to renewable energy is equitable, safe and just.

www.yansa.org/

Yansa

43

Spread the upside of

renewable energy
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Ecosystem

Yansa

Approach

Yansa supports communities with the legal framework, finance, and technology required

for large-scale wind energy projects. The primary focus is currently in Mexico, but they

have also begun to work with communities in New Zealand, farmers' cooperatives in

India and community electricity cooperatives in Europe and North America. The technical

work is undertaken by Yansa Community Interest Company (Yansa CIC), a non-profit-

distributing social company incorporated in the U.K. and Mexico. The Yansa Foundation,

a non-profit registered in the U.S., partners with communities to undertake the

community wind farm projects and guarantee that the income derived is devoted through

trusts to community development projects.

Impact

Profits generated from wind energy projects will be split equally between the partnering 

community and Yansa. Trusts are devoted to strengthening quality of life, diversifying 

economic opportunities and advancing environmental sustainability within the 

community.
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Information and Paradigm Shifting
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Information and Paradigm Shifting

Founded in 2007 and based in Vancouver, BC, Canada

Description

Sawa World is combating extreme poverty in the world’s

poorest countries by supporting local champions (Sawa

Heroes) who have their own solutions to extreme poverty.

The organisation does this by giving them the tools to

spread and scale their successful initiatives to surrounding

communities. It tries to express their solutions through five

themes: 1) Water, Food and Shelter, 2) Happy Children, 3)

Health for All, 4) Green Planet, and 5) Women = Men.

www.sawaworld.org

Sawa World

46

Information spreading
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Information and Paradigm Shifting

Sawa World

Approach

The organisation uses video story telling to connect local change makers to the rest of

the world and provide them with the resources they need to make change happen on a

large scale. These called Sawa Heroes are awe-inspiring individuals that have

developed solutions with demonstrated positive and long-term impact to reduce

extreme poverty in their community. To find them, the organisation recruits

unemployed youth videographers in the target countries who continuously search for

and nominate such Heroes. It ensures that these solutions are shared and succeed as

locally created, permanent solutions that thrive independent of charity and foreign aid,

while it is targeting the 50 poorest countries in the world.

Impact

To date, over 4.8 million people in Uganda were reached through 26 national

broadcasts (TV, radio and newspaper) with local solutions to extreme poverty. 30

Sawa Leaders have been supported in 11, and 216 Sawa Youth Reporters have been

trained in 7 of the world’s poorest countries. 47
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Information and Paradigm Shifting

Founded in 2001 and based in Oakland, CA (USA)

Description

Family Independence Initiative (FII) is a national non-profit

which leverages the power of information to illuminate and

accelerate the initiative low-income families take to improve

their lives. Using hard data and compelling stories, we are

sparking a movement to transform the stereotypes, beliefs,

practices, and policies that undermine families’ efforts to get

ahead.

www.fii.org/

Family Independence Initiative

48

Micro-change at family level
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Information and Paradigm Shifting

Family Independence Initiative

Approach

Family Independence Initiative (FII) has innovated and tested new approaches to

economic and social mobility. This happens when families have access to connections,

choice, and capital. Family, friends, and colleagues who are basis for the groups

provide support, information, advice, resources, and a sense of accountability are both a

safety net and a springboard forward. Choice means having an array of self-directed

options for moving ahead. Access to financial capital that allows families to leverage

their initiative accelerates their mobility. Access to capital would also allow low-income

families to exercise choice and thus get some control over improving their lives. They

believe information is essential for growing connections, capital, and choice. FII provides

practical tools to get families started.

Impact

Over a two-year period, participating families in the Oakland, CA demonstration who 

completed the initiative increased their incomes by 27 per cent on average. 40 per cent 

bought homes within three years. Up to date, over 200 families have participated.

49
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Information and Paradigm Shifting

Description

In much of eastern Indonesia, customary practices associated with weddings

and funerals entail excessive expenditures and resulting indebtedness that

gravely impedes much-needed investments in education and other

development needs. Through a process of community dialogue, the Forum has

succeeded both in replacing those traditional practices with modestly scaled

ceremonies and vastly reduced dowries and in the establishment of a

promising new vehicle for community investment in higher education.

Forum Adat Peduli Budaya

Founded in 2003  in Rutu,  Indonesia  

50

Interesting case of pattern

changing
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Information and Paradigm Shifting

Founded 2004 and based in Denver, CO (USA) and Kibuli,

Kampala Uganda.

Description

With the understanding that persistent poverty and social

challenges cannot be solved without developing strong and

resourceful leadership, Educate! partners with Ugandan

schools to provide a practice-based social entrepreneurship

program that empowers young people to think, and act, like

changemakers.

www.experienceeducate.org/ 

Educate!
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Create changemakers
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Information and Paradigm Shifting

Educate! 

Approach

Educate!’s strategy is based on the idea that the education system can be transformed

to empower young people (between the ages of 16 and 18 years old) to think and act

like changemakers. Educate! develops leadership and entrepreneurship skills by

incorporating a practical, two-year social entrepreneurship program within the A-level

curriculum. Strategic components contain first partnering with existing schools and

second the programme. The programmes theory is that students must (i) learn the skills

of leadership and entrepreneurship (ii) have a practical entrepreneurial/changemaking

experience at an early age (iii) have access to lifelong mentorship to help them deal with

the challenges of their changemaking experience, and (iv) have access to human and

capital resources to build and scale their own social ventures.

Impact

94 per cent of Educate! Graduates now run a business, hold a job or attend university. 

Graduates have an increase in income of 160 per cent compared to non-graduates. 

Educate! impacted nearly 8,000 students in 2013, and indirectly reached 25,000 with our 

curriculum.
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Founded 1990 and based in Cairo, Egypt.

Description

This project aims to save female prisoners who are victims

of poverty from the danger of returning to the crime world

again, by improving their economic conditions and

integrating them in society, so we can remove the social

stigma attached to them and to their children.

www.changemakers.com/project/female-prisoners

Children of Women Prisoners Association
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Information and Paradigm Shifting

Children of Women Prisoners Association

Approach

The association created a three-tiered systemized approach to tackle the challenges

faced by “poverty prisoners” – mothers and children living in Egypt’s prisons – and their

integration back into society. First, they work directly with female prisoners and the

prison authorities inside the correctional facilities to improve their conditions. Second, the

association raises awareness about female prisoners and children of the prison to lessen

the societal stigma. Third, they are changing laws and regulations inside and outside the

prison.

Impact

Improving the economic situation for 220 female inmates in the Qanater female prison,

the largest in Egypt. Reintegrating 160 of their children in the community. Training 60

prisoners. Running media campaigns.
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Founded in 1985 and based in Insurgentes Mixcoac, México

Description

The Mexican Institute for Research on Family and

Population (IMIFAP) was founded to design and carry out

innovative and interactive training programs geared towards

improving people’s life skills in decision making,

communication, self awareness and assertiveness. Through

these programmes, it empowers peoples to improve to take

renewed responsibility for their lives.

yoquieroyopuedo.org.mx

IMIFAP
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IMIFAP

Approach

After conducing surveys to understand the community’s needs and barriers to change

which are based on research, the institute develops unconventional, participatory

training programmes that forces people out of their comfort zones and takes off all

blinders. The content focuses on groups and diagnostic studies of the target

population’s needs and obstacles. With the first programme on sex education, the

institute began tailoring the project to address different issues such as health and

poverty problems. IMIFAP has replicated its programmes through direct training to the

masses via government-sponsored programmes. The institute also partnered up to

now with over 300 organizations in Latin America.

Impact

To date, IMIFAP has offered 40 different programs in Mexico, they have received more

than 280 grants, and have improved the lives of 19 million marginalized people in 14

countries.
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Founded in 2005 and based in Witten, Germany

Description

Noting that existing youth unemployment programs on

average result in a job placement rate of lower than 20%,

"Projektfabrik" (project factory) takes a different approach by

drawing unemployed youth into a ten-month program that

uses performing arts to teach vital job-seeking and

professional skills. It removes unemployed youth from

passivity and places them into an active and creative social

role, instilling self-confidence and self-worth.

www.projektfabrik.org/

Projektfabrik (JobAct)
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Projektfabrik (JobAct)

Approach

The key pedagogic concept of JobAct is to tackle unemployment by using creative tools

to foster the personal development of its participants. They use theatre as an entrance

incentive. The first part of the project consists of a five-month theatre production, which

is completely realized by the young jobseekers. With a local theatre pedagogue and job

coach providing support, they experience every type of work related to a theatre

production, including playwriting, stage design, acting, performing, publicity, and event

planning. Furthermore, through clearly assigned responsibilities these young people

learn to work as a team, to rely on others, and to be responsible once again, after a long

period of social isolation. In addition, the youth find a five-month internship, which is the

second part. A professional job coach is assisting and training each participant for

applications and job interviews.

Impact

Participants receive hands-on experience with skills used in professional fields, such as 

management and marketing. Up to date, around 200 projects have taken place. The rate 

of employment lays between 80 and 90 per cent. 59
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Description

The children and youth who form part of the

Angeles D1 program are often the forgotten

casualties of the worst conditions in poor and

marginalized urban life and are subject to

malnutrition, violence, and neglect. Angeles

D1 is making successful community leaders

out of urban street children in Peru. Using

urban hip-hop dance as an engaging hook,

Angeles D1 supplies children with the

coaching to generate their own income,

enabling them to overcome their situations of

vulnerability and neglect.

Angeles D1

Founded in Lima, Peru   

www.d1-dance.com/
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Angeles D1

Approach

The Concept is a transformative and long-lasting intervention in the lives of street

children and at-risk youth through Angels D1. There are three major components to

engage children. Ther Angeles D1 social program is funded through proceeds from

the D1 Dance School which serves a wealthier target population and from the

professional Dance Company D1, for graduates to generate additional publicity and

expand the reach of the Angels message. D1 Dance School offers two different

studios that employ Angels students and alumni as coaches.

Impact

The D1 Students have featured t in shows and performances throughout the

country and world, showcasing an at-risk youth ensemble as stars and

ambassadors from impoverished Peruvian societies. Many graduates have

participated and even placed in large dance and choreography competitions.

Vania’s star alumni are able to perform in her professional company, of whose

twenty members, twelve are Angels D1 graduates.
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Founded in 2001 and based in Marseille, France

Description

ActaVista is opening up a new track to efficiently rehabilitate

disqualified and long-term unemployed persons. Arnaud is

tipping the job rehabilitation sector by designing an

integrated market-based process whose success lies in the

combination of professional qualification and social support

with real work experience and the engagement of private

companies. The rehabilitation is based on the renovation of

historical patrimony.

www.actavista.fr/

ActaVista
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ActaVista

Approach

ActaVista’s innovative and personalized rehabilitation process offers a three-fold 

package: 1) certified qualification, obtained by on-site and classroom courses on eco-

construction techniques, 2) support that determines each individual’s situation of 

exclusion and connects them to vocational guidance and solutions tailored to their 

specific needs (e.g. alphabetization, driving license, etc.), and 3) support at the end of 

their rehabilitation contract that facilitates hiring by monitoring the job market and 

introducing workers to private companies.

ActaVista also created a dedicated department in charge of monitoring regional labour 

markets, identifying job offers, and matching them with the appropriate workers from 

ActaVista.

Impact

Each year, more than 350 people are supported and trained by Actavista.
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Founded in 2007 and based in Galway, Ireland (with

branches in UK and USA)

Description

ALISON is an initiative to serve as the global source for

online education at a time when community college is an

underfunded and underdeveloped educational resource. His

free form of online community college based on MOOCs

offers everything from computer courses to English classes,

and opens up employment opportunities for users.

www.alison.com

ALISON
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ALISON

Approach

ALISON is structured to be an arbiter of quality for skills training courses. To combat the

prohibitive cost of many training/credential programs, ALISON is constantly creating free,

open source versions of respected programs, adapting them to stay within relevant

copyright laws. To supplement his adapted curriculum and other offerings, ALISON has

an “alternative” certification function as well as competence tests for employer use.

Users who have successfully completed a course can download a certificate.

Impact

600 free courses, 3 million-strong, global online-learning community, 350.000 people 

graduated from certificate and diploma courses.
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Founded in 2002 and based in Leuven, Belgium

Description

Mobile School is revolutionizing assistance to street kids to

increase their chances of successfully reintegrating into

society. By reaching them in their environment – the street –

and focusing on their positive skills to restore their self-

esteem, workers empowers them until they decide to move

toward a better future.

www.mobileschool.org/

Mobile School
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Mobile School

Approach

Mobile School launched as a sort of “box on wheels” that goes to children on the street

with customizable content based on the local context. Teachers step into the children’s

lives respectful of who they are and their value systems. Their tools consist of a 6-meter

blackboard that contains more than three hundred games and exercises that children

can take ownership. This method teaches them how to read and write and the basics of

health education through fun games, while also serving as a source of creative therapy.

By increasing self-esteem, Mobile School empowers them at three levels: They build

empathy and participate in humanizing their life on the streets (improved communication

skills and decreased aggressiveness); they prevent feelings of complete social exclusion

(children who work on the street do not fall into a whole life on the street), and they can

prepare for a successful reintegration into mainstream society.

Impact

Worldwide, an average of 224 children were served daily in 2011 by one of the 33 

mobile schools in 20 countries. 15.000 children have been reached including around 

2.000 in Europe. A quarter of them obtain a full education. 67
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Description

More than half of immigrants in Canada

are women and nearly one-quarter of

these women are at risk of living in

poverty. By strengthening their economic

independence, poverty rates of immigrant

women in Canada are decreased while

their awareness of social and ecological

practices increases.

www.feminternational.org

FEM International
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FEM International 

Approach

FEM International is providing immigrant women with opportunities to be successful

entrepreneurs who exchange their knowledge and skills with their peers in the

global south, creating a local, national, and international network of women

entrepreneurs who share best business, environmental, and social practices while

building their communities. In Montreal, the organization is involved in promoting

ethical production and consumption in the fashion and textile industries and follows

sustainable development principles.

Impact

The organisation continues to evolve in the existing international projects and more 

recently in Montreal with local awareness campaigns and osocial economic projects 

about ethical and fair trade practices (Go-Op and ModEthik and ETHIK BGC ). 
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Description

Streetcraft LA is a non-profit social venture that has an innovative approach to

youth unemployment. Streetcraft LA claims it doesn’t provide education and

training to help young people get jobs. Instead they provide education and

training to empower youth to create their own jobs through art and craft.

Founded in Los Angeles, USA 

www.streetcraftla.com
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Approach

Training is provided to youth through both direct instruction by industry

professionals and through experiential learning as a member of the Streetcraft

design co-op. Streetcraft LA attach college credit to the training and instruction,

providing youth with an additional pathway toward self-sufficiency by opening

access to higher education that aligns with their design interests and business

needs

Impact

Streetcraft LA has reached many youths and provided them with a perspective and

a way out of unemployedness aswell as directing some youths towards a successful

college career.
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Founded in 2007 and based in Mexico-City, Mexico

Description

Using a network of technology-equipped centres, ENOVA

has developed a comprehensive basic and vocational

education model for Mexicans in the urban and suburban

bottom of the pyramid. This network forms a parallel

infrastructure that complements Mexico’s public education

system, with the ultimate objective of boosting access to

economic opportunities for the most disadvantaged

Mexicans.

enova.mx/en

ENOVA
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ENOVA

Approach

Each RIA centre of ENOVA contains computer labs as well as additional classrooms

where teacher-led instruction takes place to complement the computer-based learning.

Class offerings typically include basic education courses in topics like languages, math,

and science; basic informatics courses in topics like personal computer use, Internet

use, and OpenOffice; foreign language courses; and preparatory courses for

standardized exams and job interviews. Students interested in completing high school,

college, and even master’s degrees can do so through ENOVA’s partnerships with

accredited educational institutions. ENOVA is beginning to pilot life-skills courses in

topics such as home economics and self-esteem. All courses combine practical content

designed by subject experts with a high level of interactivity, which makes the courses

much more engaging than the material usually found in a typical Mexican textbook.

ENOVA also inherits a high level of self-evaluation to achieve progress.

Impact

70 RIA centres, over 500.000 attendants, and 97.500 graduates from digital citizenship 

courses. 73
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Founded in 2006 and based in Sao Paulo, Brazil.

Description

Gastromotiva believes training in gastronomy has the

potential to unite community engagement, entrepreneurship,

and professional development. It encourages young people

to experiment with new techniques, explore their creativity,

and engage with their families and communities. With an

emphasis on culinary skills, Gastromotiva offers a

programme for personal and professional development

among marginalized young people from the slums, enabling

them to join the working world and even become

entrepreneurs in their communities.

gastromotiva.org/?lang=en

Gastromotiva
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Gastromotiva

Approach

The Gastromotiva Professional Cooking Course is the basis upon which the program is

built. Over coursework that spans six months and 400 hours, divided equally between

theory and practice, the class entails technical cooking and gastronomical training,

communication and expression, and seminars on community action. As part of the

course, they complete site visits to cultural culinary events, spend time on an organic

farm, and visit their home communities to help them reflect on the social challenges their

areas face and begin to devise economic and social solutions. They have gradually

expanded their toolkit of methods to offer an array of learning experiences in the

classroom and full-service, revenue-generating kitchens. Gastromotiva facilitates the job

search through partners in the industry.

Impact

More than 30,000 people have been impacted by projects developed by Gastromotiva

students. In July 2014, Gastromotiva celebrates the graduation of 18 groups, reaching 

1,000 students from São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro and Salvador.
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Founded in 2006 and based in Sao Paulo, Brazil.

Description

The Peer 2 Peer University is a grassroots open education

project that organizes learning outside of institutional walls

and gives learners recognition for their achievements. It is

infusing participatory learning into the open education space

and building the first-ever open source lesson-planning

platform. 2PU creates a model for lifelong learning alongside

traditional formal higher education.

p2pu.org/en/ 

Peer 2 Peer University
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Peer 2 Peer University

Approach

While anyone can launch a course on whatever subject or challenge they choose, P2PU

puts an emphasis on domains that are poorly served by traditional education, and where

formal credentials are less important than portfolios and demonstrated work. This allows

them to experiment with multiple types of assessments and ways of recognizing

achievements, while ensuring that users are able to effectively translate their

experiences into greater proficiency and employment appeal. Partners can define the

skills and competencies they most value, and can design and issue their own badges, as

well as vet those produced by users. Like other open source platforms, its role is

therefore one of facilitation rather than content-creation. In addition to carefully selecting

prospective partners and seeding the creation of new Schools, P2PU staff offers

guidance on subjects such as how to structure content, the essential ingredients of a

successful challenge, and strategies to maximize collaboration and engagement.

Impact

More than 100 courses are offered for a community of 3 million people.
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Founded 2007 and based in Johannesburg, South Africa.

Description

The Maharishi Institute is a free university model based on a

“learn and earn” methodology, whereby, students help to

manage and maintain the university while completing their

studies. They also teach young people in their home villages

during their holidays. Once they have graduated and

secured employment, they pay for the university costs of

another student who will follow in their footsteps.

maharishiinstitute.org/

Maharishi Institute
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Maharishi Institute

Approach

The university’s primary offering was a Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA)

degree. The BBA’s program content and design is structured to address the problems

caused by a background of poor education standards and to ensure that learners

achieve competitive and appropriate levels of knowledge, skills and attitudes required to

meet international standards. The university admits students from historically

disadvantaged communities to study for a business degree, and registered students

qualify for a full scholarship that includes tuition, books, food, accommodation, and

transport. This is possible with the support the university receives from major public and

private donors and foundation sponsors.

Impact

5,500 unemployed South Africans being educated, finding employment and moving from 

poverty to the middle-class. Additionally, over 600,000 young South Africans have also 

been trained in learning-skills courses in the other seven colleges or universities.
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Founded 2006 and based in Mountain View, CA (USA).

Description

Khan Academy is an organization on a mission. We're a not-

for-profit with the goal of changing education for the better

by providing a free world-class education for anyone

anywhere. All of the site's resources are available to anyone.

It doesn't matter if you are a student, teacher, home-

schooler, principal, adult returning to the classroom after 20

years, or a friendly alien just trying to get a leg up in earthly

biology. Khan Academy's materials and resources are

available to you completely free of charge.

www.khanacademy.org/ 

Khan Academy
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Khan Academy

Approach

Khan Academy provides a free, world-class education for anyone, anywhere. Its website

features thousands of educational resources, including a personalized learning

dashboard, over 100,000 practice problems, and over 6,000 micro lectures via video

tutorials stored on YouTube teaching mathematics, history, healthcare, medicine,

finance, physics, chemistry, biology, astronomy, cosmology, American civics, art history,

economics, music, and computer science. All resources are available for free to anyone

around the world.

Impact

By 2013, they were used by about 10 million students per month. Khan Academy's micro

lectures have been watched over 468 million times.
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Founded 2000 and based in Ahmedabad, India.

Description

The mission of Gyan Shala is to ensure the quality of basic

education to the children from poor rural and urban families

on par with what is available to high income or elite social

groups. This would be ensured through the school based

education, as the children do not receive educational

support from family or parents, who themselves have not

been to school.

www.gyanshala.org

Gyan Shala
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Gyan Shala

Approach

Gyan Shala project has three objectives. First, it would evolve a system of education that

ensures high quality on a mass scale, at a moderate cost, affordable in India. Second,

Gyan Shala would develop institutional model and capability to run a large number of

classes for poor rural and urban slum children, and demonstrate the functioning of its

approach in a credible manner. In the process, it would offer the best possible value for

money to its donors. Third, having established that the approach works on a significant

scale without any loss in effectiveness, GyanShala would promote large scale adoption

of its approach through partnership with the governments and other stake holders.

To maximize the impact, it first focused on the foundation years in the primary cycle.

With the design of curriculum and everyday classes handled by others, the “supervisors”,

who are experienced teachers with a graduate degree, focus on supporting and

supervising the network of ‘low-skilled’ teachers. To ensure that education remains

affordable, it optimises the staff salaries while charging reasonable fees to families.

Impact

Provides education to around 30,000 students (Grade 1 to 10) in over 1,000 classes.
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Founded 1998 and based in Ahmedabad, India.

Description

Encore.org is building a movement to tap the skills and

experience of those in midlife and beyond to improve

communities and the world. In the organization caring,

committed adults are helping young people growing up in

poverty as mentors, teachers and youthworkers.

www.encore.org/

Encore.org
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Encore.org

Approach

Through an inventive program portfolio, original research, strategic alliances and the

power of people’s life stories, Encore.org demonstrates the value of experience in

solving society’s greatest problems – from education to the environment, health care to

homelessness. Our programs include: A website represents the growing network of

people who want work that matters in the second half of life and provides advice,

resources, news and connections for individuals and organizations; The Purpose Prize

gives $100,000 awards to social innovators over 60 creating new methods; Encore

Fellowships places highly skilled, experienced professionals into social-purpose

organizations; Encore College Initiative fuels innovation in four-year and two-year

institutions retraining boomers for encore careers; Encore Opportunity Awards for

employers that tap experienced employees to help solve serious social problems;

Launch Pad awards $5,000 to budding social entrepreneurs at 45 and older.

Impact

It operates in 20 cities, serving 20,000 children in grades K thru 3.
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Description

The Connection is a club that

helps young migrants entering the

job market for a year. Due to the

open nature of the cafés, the

young people feel less isolated

and there is a lived integration in

the society comes.

www.theconnection.at
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Approach

The concept of the café is based on three pillars: employment of young people in

the café; Application and career orientation courses; a mentoring program. The

employment in the café allows young people to gain initial work experience.

Through the mentoring program, the youths people have the opportunity to interact

and discuss their future and career chance with people outside of their community.

In addition, The Connection Café cooperates with companies from Vienna that are

looking to employ young people or offer apprenticeships.

Impact

The Connection Café has employed numerous young immigrant and hence

increased provided them with a solid income and a stepping stone in their careers.
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Description

M-Farm Ltd is a software solution and

agribusiness company. The co-founders of

M-Farm developed a low-tech-application

introducing transparency in agricultural

trading by empowering the rural farmer to get

the best price for their produce and what

markets to go to and when. Unscrupulous

middlemen often forced farmers to sell their

produce at low prices because farmers had

no way of knowing the market prices. In most

incidences, farmers were forced to deeply

discount their produce just to take some

money home.

M-Farm

Founded in 2012, based in Nairobi, Kenya
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M-Farm  

Approach

Farmers simply SMS the number 20255 (Safaricom Users) to get information

pertaining to the retail price of their products, buy their farm inputs directly from

manufacturers at favorable prices, and find buyers for their produce.

Impact

M-farm has access to several 10,000 of thousands of farmers at the grassroot level.
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Currently in beta phase, based in San Francisco

Description

One Degree connects families to poverty-fighting resources through a web

database and mobile app of social services, coupled with an in-school

resource desk that’s staffed by trained community volunteers.

www.1deg.org/

One Degree
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One Degree

Approach

One Degree is an online platform. Instead of a directory of organizations, One

Degree shows you exactly what you can do and the next steps to take. You can add

ratings and reviews, and share opportunities with friends and family by email and

text message. You can create your own list of opportunities, and complete your

profile to start receiving recommendations just for you. Another way by which One

Degree reaches people are in school help desks

Impact

The Website is still in the Beta phase but it has over 1,300 listings of nonprofit 

services in San Francisco and allows people to search for and share their 

experiences about these services. 
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Founded in 2002 and based in Cairo, Egypt

Description

AYB is one of the most innovative, dynamic and successful

youth NGOs. It is creating employment for marginalized

youth through a market-based sustainable model catering to

business sector needs and market needs, thus, bridging the

gap between the social sector and the business sector and

professionalizing the citizen sector. AYB’s model has as its

workforce volunteer university students from the student

clubs affiliated with its citizen organization.

www.ayb-sd.org/en/

Alashanek Ya Balady (AYB)
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Alashanek Ya Balady (AYB)

Approach

Acting as an employment office, AYB offers a service to the corporate sector by

selecting, training, and mentoring employees from marginalized communities who would

otherwise not have access to the labour market. For those unable to find employment in

the formal sector due to health problems, family obligations, or social norms, AYB also

creates income-generation opportunities in the informal sector by offering youth training

and microcredit to start their own projects. Also, AYB is selling products to generate

more income, paired with the Vocational Training program, which trains poor

communities in Egypt on sewing skills, leather making, and handicraft production. AYB’s

volunteers provide the human resources needed to make both programs work. Later,

AYB developed and expanded to a franchise system.

Impact

2,000 people have been trained in Old Cairo and several companies have used AYB as 

an employment office. By 2013, 145,925 Students graduated from AYB’s Healthy Kids 

and Successful Youth Programmes.
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Description

The aim of Timewise Jobs is to create high-quality, part-time

employment opportunities for women who need a flexible

schedule to accommodate family and other personal needs.

Timewise Jobs is reducing the high levels of ‘worklessness’

among women by helping employers open up more flexible

working opportunities across all sectors and salary brackets.

Timewise jobs recognized that the changing UK workforce was

experiencing a classic market failure: a large supply of skilled,

qualified women interested in staying-in (or re-entering) the

workforce part-time, and an increasing number of large and

medium-sized employers who could hire a part-time worker,

yet the lack of an efficient and effective way for them to find

each other.

Timewise Jobs

www.timewisejobs.co.uk

Founded in 2012, based in London, UK
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Timewise Jobs

Approach

Timewise Jobs is an Internet platform with the aim of linking part time Job seekers and

companies searching for part-time employees. The Foundation offers a combination of

our recruitment and advice and support services.

Impact 

The Timewise Foundation, through its divisions, now has over 40,000 candidates

registered, with over 2,500 jobs advertised each year. All together Timewise Jobs has

helped 304 women who were out of work to find employment, 76 women off benefits and

25 families out of poverty.
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Description

Finding a job is a challenge, particularly when one has little

or no professional qualifications. The increasing rate of

unemployment and its consequences are a huge social and

economic challenge for any country, and in France the

unemployment rate is between 9 and 10%. Being an

unqualified person does not necessarily equate to an

inability to work; once employed, unqualified people regain

self-esteem and can be productive workers. Groupe La

Varappe creates jobs in the south of France for people who

have been excluded from society.

Founded in 1992, based in France

www.groupelavarappe.fr
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Approach

Groupe La Varappe is composed of two main organizations. One uses its six 

agencies based in the south of France to focus on finding temporary employment 

for people with minimal qualifications. The other organization focuses on three 

environmental areas: construction and green spaces, waste, and renewable 

energies. It is also developing an environmental self-service for companies and 

individuals. 

Impact

Today, 85% of Groupe La Varappe’s income comes from the sales of its services.

More than 65% of the employees who left La Varappe found a steady job in another

company. Since 2010, Groupe La Varappe has created a think tank in charge of

mapping out projects for the future development of the group, but also new social

programmes at the national level.
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Description

There are currently over 350,000 women in

Australia actively seeking work, yet many

don’t have the means nor the knowledge to

enable them to secure gainful employment.

As a not-for-profit organisation and the first

of its kind in Australia, fitted for works

mission is to assist women experiencing

disadvantage to get work and keep it.

www.fittedforwork.org

Fitted for Work 

Founded in Australia 
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Fitted for Work 

Approach

Fitted for wotk prepares women for job applications by providing free interview

appropriate clothing at our Personal Dressing Services and through mentoring and

transition to work programs.

Impact 

Since 2005, Fitted for Work has transformed the lives of over 12,000 women. 

Mature aged clients (over 45 years old) now make up 29% of women who access 

the Fitted for Work services. at 23% they single mothers, make up almost a quarter 

of the Fitted for works clients. 30% of clients are women with a disability. 
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Description

Young women who become pregnant before completing an initial training have

a significant risk to remain economically dependent. The aim of AMIE is to

support the young mothers in entering the labor market.

AMIE

Founded in Basel, Switzerland  
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Approach

AMIE attaches great importance to the professional performance skills and supports

the young mothers in personality development, which is of basic importance to their

work life. The key skills (factual and methodological skills, social and personal skills)

are dealt with in depth.

Impact

The evaluation of AMIE has shown that the majority of the AMIE Mothers get crucial

assistance and that in each case about half of the participants at the end of the

course have a good professional solution.
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Description

made IN – made BY (MIMB) is a Social Business that conducts clothing 

manufacture and offers fair working conditions to female immigrants living in 

the city of Vienna, and facing disadvantages or difficulties in meeting the 

requirements of the labour market. Through an empowerment approach, 

MIMB aims at encouraging women to find productive self-realisation in a 

protected environment.

Made IN- Made BY
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Made IN- Made BY

Approach

MIMB will establish business partnerships with designers and entrepreneurs in 

general, aiming to base at least part of their production chain in Europe. Moreover, 

MIMB has the purpose of creating its own fashion label making use of organic 

resources in order to create economic, environmental and social sustainability. 

Under the motto Difference is our reality, the know-how and the background of the 

group will be incorporated into the design of its products.

Impact

The project has not yet been established yet but they have allready won the Sozial

Marie price for social Innovation.  
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Description

Anudip Foundation creates new-economy livelihood opportunities for

impoverished youth, women, and minorities in rural and semi-urban areas of

India by providing IT-based job skills training, job placement, and entrepreneur

development services.

Anudip Foundation

Founded 2005 in Kalkuta, India

anudip.org/about/history/
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Approach

Anudips aim is to create livelihood opportunities for impoverished people in rural 

areas and urban slums of India by: 

• Setting up training centers for skilled IT professionals and entrepreneurs

• Employing its graduates to offer best in industry IT web services project 

solutions

• Working with employers to develop our graduates resulting in quick placement

• Providing financing and high-touch mentoring for graduates who set up IT-

enabled businesses in their communities

Impact

Anudip has trained twenty-five thousand students have been trained with 75%

placement success since operations began in 2006. Anudip graduates have found

jobs in government and private sector, set up small businesses, while 500 of

them have been employed by our sister company.
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Founded late 1990s and based in Lesquin, France.

Description

By systematizing a new type of alliances and bringing

“Vitamine T” to a critical size, the group has enabled a

growing number of unemployed people to find their way

back to the labour market and also demonstrated how hybrid

value chains are efficient, impactful and sustainable

solutions to address long-term unemployment in France.

Enriching these social ventures with fast-growing ecological

activities and cutting-edge technologies, such as electronic

waste recycling, Vitamine T has developed a successful

template for the development of sustainable social

enterprises.

www.groupevitaminet.com

Vitamine T
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Vitamine T

Approach

With the objective of relying on businesses with financial means and strong know-how‘s

to boost the reintegration of his employees into the job market, André firstly identifies

market leader companies, joins the most influential management clubs of the region and

eventually invites top general managers to join his Board and get engaged in the

strategic development of his social mission. Thanks to these key relationships, he then

designs with them new opportunities that can both accelerate his growth and reinforce

his social impact while responding to his partners’ core business stakes. Indeed, the

extension of activities on “social” markets offers private companies the opportunity to

reinforce their core businesses by accessing skilled human resources, cutting-edge

technologies in green businesses, or market penetration in the French territory.

Impact

3,000 insertion job contracts yearly, reaching 50 million euros per year, and allows 

permanent investment in social innovation.
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Founded 2007 and based in Paris, France.

Description

Emmaüs is an old movement rooting back to 1901 to help

homeless people. Emmaüs Défi, founded because of

deficiencies, promotes economic citizenship and new

alliances to transform the way France responds to

homelessness. Involving a wide range of stakeholders —

from social organizations to corporations to the relevant

French Ministries — it has invented a more effective and

integrated model to engage homeless people through

employment in order to tackle the deep-seated issues that

initially led them to live on the streets.

emmaus-defi.org/

Emmaüs Défi
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Emmaüs Défi

Approach

Emmaüs Défi delivers a system on unprecedented partnerships with social workers and

public institutions to enable a long-term and integrated follow-up of the homeless. By

setting up a new set of metrics and creating team-of-teams collaborations, the

organization shifts the way professionals work and enables greater professional and

personal impact for the homeless. The evaluation tool invented highlights the progress of

a homeless person across nineteen criteria which includes employment, housing, health,

legal status, and administration topics. The system fits three objectives: employ

homeless people, generate income to cover additional related costs, and are useful for

poor populations.

Impact

100 insertion positions offered to carry out the mainstream activities, while about thirty 

homeless people irregularly work on demand. In two years, 95 per cent of the homeless 

that have used the “hourly work system” have managed to sign a job contract of at least 

24 hours (weekly), and 84 per cent of the homeless employees are now stabilized in the 

structure.
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Founded 2010 and based in New York City, NY (USA).

Description

Defy Ventures is an entrepreneurship, employment, and

character training program for people with criminal histories.

Defy Ventures transforms the lives of business leaders and

people with criminal histories through their collaboration

along the entrepreneurial journey. Defy recognizes that

many former drug dealers and gang leaders can become

successful, legal entrepreneurs.

defyventures.org

Defy Ventures
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Defy Ventures

Approach

The Defy entrepreneurship program is a mix of training and mentorship. It begins with a

rigorous selection process that tests applicants’ personal competencies, work ethic,

behaviour patterns, and undeveloped potential. Those who make the final cut spend 12

months refining and demonstrating their entrepreneurial skills and abilities. This

culminates in small business incubation that supports the most promising business

concepts from each training class with the goal of building scalable, profit-generating

ventures that provide employment to Defy graduates and others. Defy has put certain

rituals in place to break down the social and emotional barriers that many of the formerly

incarcerated people have spent their lives building, including morning bear hugs and

regular acknowledgments of student appreciation for one another.

Impact

Served 75 entrepreneurs-in-training (EITs) in two training teams. Advanced 62 EITs to

our prestigious Defy Academy. Defy’s Pilot Team Fellows launched 21 new businesses,

Team Two Fellows launched 23 businesses. All businesses are legally incorporated.
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Founded in 2004 and based in Strasburg, France

Description

Cresus invented a model to prevent excessive consumer

debt and efficiently fight against social and financial

exclusion. Through a wide range of social and legal support,

trainings and innovative partnerships with banks and finance

companies, Jean-Louis helps at-risk populations and also

professionals manage financial issues, reduce the risk of

excessive debt and shift current practices toward an

improved and responsible credit system.

www.cresusalsace.net

Cresus
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Cresus

Approach

Cresus has set up a large range of tools to support people to find sustainable solutions

to their financial crises. Every year, a network of volunteers, including former lawyers,

jurists or bankers, complete personal follow-ups. These follow-ups range from global

diagnosis (personal, professional, and financial situation) to balanced budgets (over debt

treatments, optimization of charges, and renegotiation of debts), to access to

microcredit, as well as social and psychological support. The results of this educational

aspect of his strategy are significant, as all the participants are trained and learn how to

manage their budgets. They also developed online consultations.

Impact

Over 157.000 people (in 2010) had access to Cresus’ expertise in 19 regional 

associations with 117 help desks. Cresus introduced a network of 600 volunteers who 

are completing approximately 55,000 personal follow-ups each year. In over 300 

households that were part of the pilot, more than 70 per cent are on the proper track to 

achieve a stable and balanced financial situation.
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Description

Innovations for Poverty Action, focuses on the design and delivery of effective

financial services for the poor. The Global Financial Inclusion Initiative seeks to test,

evaluate and replicate interventions to improve products, delivery channels and tools

ranging from savings products to mobile money and financial literacy programs.

www.poverty-action.org

Innovations for Poverty Action

Founded in 2003, based in London, UK
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Innovations for Poverty Action

Approach

In close cooperation with global decisionmakers IPA designs and evaluates

potential solutions to global poverty problems using randomized evaluations. They

mobilize and support these decisionmakers to use these solutions to build better

programs and policies at scale.

Impact

In collaboration with over 250 leading academics and implementing organizations,

IPA collected results from over 175 completed studies with over 225 in progress

around the world. The studies cover solutions for effective agriculture, education,

health, finance, governance, social protection, and post-conflict recovery. IPA

employs over 1,000 people in 11 permanent offices supporting 16 countries, where

they conduct research and routinely consult with governments, foundations, NGOs,

and others to present evidence that can inform their work.
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Description

There are more than 155,000 private

bankruptcies in Germany every year. The

Organisation “Anonyme Insolvenzler” serves as

a meeting place for people that have become

bankrupt, where they can exchange their

experience in order to overcome their poverty

and restart their career.

www.anonyme-insolvenzler.de

Anonyme Insolvenzler

Founded in Waldbröl, Germany 
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Anonyme Insolvenzler

Approach

The Idea is similar to that of alcoholics anonymous. People that have had the

experience of becoming bankrupt. They exchange their live stories and hence gain

the confidence and expertise they require to work their way back out of poverty.

Impact 

In many German cities local organisations have been founded and has there 

reached hundred of bankrupt people. 
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Description

Regalii was founded in 2011 by Dominican immigrants for the Dominican

community. Edrizio De La Cruz, a lifelong sender and receiver of remittances

discovered that others shared the same frustration involved with sending

money home: the process was complicated, expensive, and didn't allow any

sense of control for the sender. Regalii is a revolutionary new way of

empowering immigrants to support their loved ones back home.

www.regalii.com/en/

Regalii
Founded in 2013 in the USA 
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Regalii

Approach

With Regalii, immigrants can send money for the most basic needs, such as

electricity, water, gas, education and telephone – all this right from their mobile

phone. Regalii's wants to transform the experience surrounding money transfer, so

their customers will be able to enjoy the process of supporting their loved ones

overseas.

Impact

Since May 2013, the service went from zero to over 21,000 customers. Regalii is

also available as a mobile app.
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Founded 2006 and based in Noida, India.

Description

In response to the absence of support for the impoverished

elderly in India, the system of Invest India Micro Pension

Services (IIMPS) helps low-income workers financially plan

for old age throughout their working lives. They have created

the policy and institutional architecture needed to make

financial security in old age a reality for the poor.

www.micropensions.com

IIMPS
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IIMPS

Approach

IIMPS proactively seeks distribution partners to help reach out to and enroll clients. In

association with the product partners, they have secured the license to extend two

simple micro-pension and insurance products that cater to differing needs of clients and

help diversify their risks. To increase participation of the informal sector in regulated

financial products and aggregate their demand, the organization reaches out to several

“distribution partners” such as MFIs, citizen organizations, cooperatives, worker unions,

and government departments. They identify credible partners, who have a good track

record in financial management systems. It developed quality education materials in

different languages used in India, and methodology and tools that respond to different

savings behaviour across the country.

Impact

Up to date, IIMPS is assisting and enabling around 680,000 urban and rural low income 

individuals in over 100 districts of 14 States of India.
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